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Abstract
In this work we study the constraints on dark matter (DM) annihilation/decay
from the Fermi-LAT Isotropic Gamma-Ray Background (IGRB) observation.
We consider the contributions from both extragalactic and galactic DM com-
ponents. For DM annihilation, the evolutions of extragalactic DM halos are
taken into account. We find that the IGRB constraints under some DM
subhalo models can be comparable to those derived from the observations
of dwarf spheroidal galaxies. We also use the IGRB results to constrain
the parameter regions accounting for the latest AMS-02 electron-positron
anomaly. We find that the majority of DM annihilation/decay channels are
strongly disfavored by the latest Fermi-LAT IGRB observation; only DM
annihilation/decay to µ+µ− may be valid.
Keywords: dark matter theory, gamma-ray theory, dark matter
simulations, gamma-rays: diffuse background
1. Introduction
From the numerous observations of the astrophysics and the cosmology,
it is well confirmed that the dark matter (DM) constitutes about 84% of
the total matter in the universe [1]. Despite of its proverbial existence, we
still have a poor understanding on its microscopic properties. In many new
physics models, a kind of weakly interacting massive particles(WIMPs) are
well-motivated DM candidates. They are expected to either self-annihilate
or decay into Standard Model particles, such as neutrinos, antiprotons, elec-
trons/positrons, photons and so on. One kind of methods for the DM iden-
tification, namely DM indirect detection, is to search such signals from DM
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annihilation or decay. Of particular interest is the gamma-ray observation
with high sensitivity. Since the propagation process is simple and the energy
loss is small, the photons are very powerful probes to reveal the DM property.
Recently, the Fermi-LAT collaboration reported their 4-year measure-
ment of the diffuse isotropic gamma-ray background (IGRB) at high lati-
tudes with |b| > 10◦ [2]. Compared with the previous measurements [3, 4],
the new Fermi-LAT data further extend to higher energy range, from 0.1
GeV to 820 GeV, nearly four decades. Especially above 300 GeV, a sig-
nificant high energy cut-off has been discovered. The whole spectrum can
be well described by a single power-law plus an exponential cutoff with the
index γ ∼ 2.32 ± 0.02 and Ecut ∼ 279 ± 52 GeV. The dominant component
of the IGRB is believed to be originated from the extragalactic astrophysi-
cal sources, most of which are too faint or too diffuse to be resolved, such as
blazars, mis-aligned active galactic nuclei and star-forming galaxies and so on.
Some galactic sources, such as millisecond pulsars, can also contribute to the
IGRB [5]. However, since the predicted intensity from astrophysical sources
is highly model dependent, there still exists a possible contribution from DM
annihilation or decay in the IGRB. Thus the IGRB is often considered to
be a powerful probe to search for the DM signals, and has been used to set
upper limits on the DM annihilation cross section or decay lifetime in several
studies [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24].
On the other hand, a hot issue has received considerable attention in the
DM study. In recent years, several experiments, such as PAMELA [25], ATIC
[26] and Fermi [27], reported an excess of the comic ray electron-positron
measurement. Most recently, the AMS-02 results [28, 29] have confirmed
such excess from ∼ 0.5 − 500 GeV with a high precision. This anomaly can
be explained by the DM with a large annihilation cross section to charged
leptons, which is several orders of magnitudes over the thermal freeze-out
value 3 × 10−26 cm−3s −1. Such DM particles would also inevitably induce
significant gamma-ray signals by the cascade decay, internal bremsstrahlung,
final state radiation (FSR), and the inverse Compton scattering (ICS) of
electrons to background radiation field. Therefore, the IGRB is naturally
summoned up as a powerful tool to constrain the DM explanations of the
positron excess.
In this work, we study the constraints on the DM annihilation cross sec-
tion and decay lifetime by using the latest Fermi-LAT IGRB results, and
compare these limits with the DM parameter space which can explain the
latest AMS-02 electron-positron observation. Compared with the previous
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works, we have made following improvements:
1. Both extragalactic and galactic contributions of DM annihilation/decay
are reckoned. The steady-state spatial distribution of electrons and
corresponding ICS gamma-rays in the Galaxy are computed by GAL-
PROP 1 [30, 31] with the comprehensive consideration of the transport
equation and the background radiation field.
2. Three kinds of limits, namely conservative, background-fixed, and background-
relaxed, are adopted and compared with each other. The goodness of
bound depends on the limit method. Especially we show that the shape
of bound curves could vary with constraint methods.
3. New cosmic-ray data have been extensively applied. We consider recent
AMS-02 proton [32], B/C [33] and electron-positron data [28, 29]. They
are used to constrain transport parameters in the Galaxy [34, 35], and
obtain the updated DM parameter space favored by cosmic-ray positron
anomaly.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we give a comprehensive
introduction to the gamma-ray flux from DM annihilation(or decay). For the
extragalactic DM annihilation, the dominant theoretical uncertainties arise
from the unclear clustering history and properties of small DM halos. We
consider these uncertainties under different assumptions about minimum DM
halos. In section III, we discuss the limit approach to the DM annihilation(or
decay). Then we illustrate our analysis of results. We derive the constraints
under some different concentration models in DM annihilation. But for the
decaying DM, due to that there are no above uncertainties, the constraints
are quite confirmative. We also use GALPROP to calculate the propagation
of the DM induced electrons and positrons, and obtain the parameter space
accommodating the AMS-02 results. We compare these parameter space
with the IGRB constraints. Finally, the summary are given in Section IV.
2. Diffuse Gamma-Rays from Dark Matter Annihilation/Decay
Both the extragalactic and galactic DM can produce high energy photons.
The gamma-ray flux induced by extragalactic DM depends on the history of
1http://galprop.stanford.edu
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DM clustering and is essentially isotropic. On the other hand, the spa-
tial distribution of the galactic gamma-ray signal is apparently anisotropic
due to our special position in the Galaxy. Even after rigorously subtract-
ing anisotropic component of galactic gamma-rays, there would still exist an
residual isotropic component in the IGRB, which is equal to the signal from
the direction of anti galactic center. Thus both the extragalactic and galac-
tic DM would contribute to the IGRB signal, and the expected DM-induced
IGRB flux can be written as [12, 15, 16]
ΦDM = ΦDMEG + Φ
DM
G
∣∣∣
antiG
. (1)
2.1. Gamma-Rays from Cosmological Dark Matter Evolution
The total gamma-ray flux emitted from the extragalactic annihilating DM
at different redshifts is given by [6, 11, 16],
ΦanniEG (E, z) =
c(1 + z)2
4π
Ω2χρ
2
c〈σv〉
2m2χ
∫ ∞
z
dz′
(1 + z′)3[∆2(z′) + 1]
H(z′)
dN
dE ′
exp [−τ(z; z′, E ′)] ,
(2)
where mχ is the mass of DM particle, and 〈σv〉 is the corresponding thermal
averaged annihilation cross section. H(z) = H0
√
(Ωχ + Ωb)(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ
and ρc = 3H
2
0/8πG are the Hubble parameter at redshift z and current
critical density of the Universe, respectively. For the latest cosmological
parameters Ωχ, Ωb, ΩΛ and h, we refer to the values from [36]. ∆
2(z) denotes
the enhancement of DM annihilation, and will be introduced in a great detail
in the next subsection. In eq. (2), z and z′ are redshifts at which photons
are observed and emitted respectively. dN/dE ′ indicates the initial gamma-
ray spectrum per DM pair annihilation, and E ′ ≡ E(1 + z′)/(1 + z) is the
photon energy at redshift of emission z′. The prompt photons from DM
annihilation are produced by the final-state radiations or cascade decays of
the annihilation products. In this work, the injected energy spectrum of
prompt photons is generated by PPPC4DMID[37].
The photons can also come from the ICS by DM-induced electrons and
positrons off the interstellar radiation field, such as the cosmic microwave
background(CMB), infrared photons and starlight. The gamma-ray flux from
the ICS process is given by
dN
dE
∣∣∣∣
IC
= c
∫
dǫ n(ǫ)
∫
dEe
dn
dEe
× FKN(ǫ, Ee, E), (3)
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where n(ǫ) is the number density distribution of the background radiation
as a function of energy ǫ at redshift z. For the cosmological ICS process, we
only take into account the CMB photons. dn/dEe is the energy spectrum of
electrons. In this work, we adopt the assumption that electrons quickly lose
their energy and the resulting distribution of electrons reaches equilibrium
[8, 11]. Hence the spectrum is evaluated by equating the injected rate of DM
electrons with the corresponding energy loss rate, which can be written as
dn
dEe
=
1
b(Ee, z)
∫ mχ
Ee
dE ′e
dNe
dE ′e
. (4)
with the energy loss rate b(Ee, z) ≈ 2.67×10−17(1+ z)4 (Ee/GeV)2 GeV s−1.
The differential Klein-Nishina cross section FKN(ǫ, Ee, E) is adopted as the
following form [38, 39]
FKN(ǫ, Ee, E) =
3σT
4γ2ǫ
[
2q ln q + (1 + 2q)(1− q) + (Γq)
2(1− q)
2(1 + Γq)
]
, (5)
where σT is the Thomson cross section, γ is the Lorentz factor of electron,
Γ = 4ǫγ/me, and q = E/Γ(Ee −E). On a separate note, when q < 1/4γ2 or
q > 1, FKN(ǫ, Ee, E) = 0.
2.2. Clumpiness Factor of Dark Matter Annihilation
As the DM annihilation rate is proportional to the square of number
density, ρ2, the annihilation signal would be significantly enhanced in the
clumpy halos. The enhancement factor ∆2(z) can be defined as summing up
the contributions of all the halos with different masses formed in the history
of Universe
∆2(z) =
∆vir(z)
3ρχ
∫
dMvirMvir
dn(z)
dMvir
∫
ρ˜2(x)x2dx(∫
ρ˜(x)x2dx
)2x3max , (6)
where Mvir is the virial mass of the DM halo, dn(z)/dMvir is the halo mass
function, and ρ˜ is defined to describe the inner density profile of a single DM
halo. Due to the self-similarity in the halo formation, all the halos share a
common profile. Here we adopt the well-known NFW profile [40]
ρ˜(x) =
ρ
ρs
=
1
x(1 + x)2
(7)
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with x ≡ r/rs. The scale radius rs is related to the virial radius rvir through
rs =
rvir
cvir
. (8)
The virial radius rvir can be directly derived from the virial mass Mvir
rvir =
(
3Mvir
4π∆vir(z)ρχ(z)
)1/3
, (9)
where ρχ(z) = ρχ(1 + z)
3 is the mean DM density at redshift z. The virial
overdensity ∆vir(z) is taken to be [41]
∆vir(z) = (18π
2 + 82y − 39y2)/(1 + y), (10)
with y = Ωm(z)− 1 and Ωm(z) = Ωm(1 + z)3/(Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ).
In eq. (8), the concentration parameter cvir is a function of the virial mass
Mvir and redshift z. The value of cvir is usually obtained from the N-body
simulation. However, the halos with low masses are beyond the power of
the state-of-the-art resolution. Thus their cvir is roughly evaluated by the
extrapolation according to the fitting formula within the reach of simula-
tions. The DM-induced gamma-ray flux can be enhanced by the promoted
concentration as a result of the larger annihilation rate. In the cold dark
matter(CDM) scenario, the structures are organized by ’bottom-up’ fashion,
i.e. the smaller structures formed earlier than larger ones. Since those mas-
sive halos assemble later and experience recent major merger, they typically
hold lower concentrations compared with those growing quiescently and with
smaller mass. This means that the concentration varies inversely with the
halo mass [42]. Thus the gamma-ray intensity is sensitive to the lower halo
mass cut-off and the slope of the concentration model. Here we consider two
concentration models: one is an analytical model developed in [43] (B01),
and the other is a direct extrapolation of the fitting results from the simula-
tion [44](M08). In the above models, we assume the linear redshift evolution
of the concentration parameter, i.e. cvir(z) = cvir(z = 0)/(1 + z) [43].
In this section, we compute the diffuse gamma-ray contributions of four
DM benchmark points listed in Table. 1. These parameter points are derived
from a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fitting [45] to the latest AMS-02
electron/positron measurements [28, 29]. In the left panel of Figure 1, we
show the extragalactic DM-induced gamma-ray spectra under two different
concentration models. The dashed and dash-dot lines represent the spectra
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in the models of B01 and M08, respectively. Here the minimum DM halo
mass is taken to be Mmin = 10
−6 M⊙. Although both B01 and M08 models
provide a good fitting to the concentration parameters within the resolution
of the N-body simulation, the different extrapolations in the low halo mass
region still produce nearly one order of magnitude difference. On the other
hand, the low mass cutoff of the DM halo is also unclear due to the limited
resolution of the N-body simulation. In the right panel of Figure 1, we show
the gamma-ray spectra for different assumptions of the minimum DM halo
mass Mmin = 10
−9, 10−6, and 105 M⊙ in the B01 model. We can see that the
gamma-ray intensity gradually raises with Mmin decreasing. In the rest of
this paper, we always take the minimum halo mass to be Mmin = 10
−6 M⊙.
Note that here the effect of extragalactic background light has been include,
which will be expatiated in the next subsection.
Annihilation Decay
Channel
mχ 〈σv〉 mχ τ
(GeV) (10−23 cm3s−1) (GeV) (1026 s)
µ+µ− 417.44 0.30 808.63 9.13
τ+τ− 1007.84 2.11 1774.76 3.21
Tab. 1: The best-fit values of mass-cross section(decay lifetime) parameter space for the
latest AMS-02 positron-electron data [28, 29]. The DM are chosen to annihilate(decay)
into µ+µ− and τ+τ− channels.
2.3. Extragalactic background light
The factor exp[−τ(z; z′, E ′)] characterizes the absorption of gamma-ray
photons when crossing the universe. τ(z; z′, E ′) is the optical depth of gamma
photons between observed redshift z and emission redshift z′, and is obtained
by following relation:
τ(z; z′, E ′) = c
∫ z′
z
dz′′
α(E ′′, z′′)
H(z′′)(1 + z′′)
, (11)
where E ′′ = E ′(1 + z′′)/(1 + z′), and α(E, z) is the absorption coefficient.
As far as we are concerned, the dominant energy loss of high energy photons
is the scattering with extragalactic UV background light. In this work, we
refer to the UV background model given by [46]. The UV background mainly
affects the gamma-ray flux above 100 GeV, which is suppressed by roughly
7
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Fig. 1: Left: the extragalactic gamma-ray spectra due to different sets of the concentration
parameter cvir. The annihilation channel is chosen to be χχ → τ+τ−. The green dashed
and blue dash-dot lines represent the spectra in the models of B01 [43] and M08 [44],
respectively. Here the minimum DM halo mass is Mmin = 10
−6 M⊙. Right: the same
gamma-ray spectra assuming different minimum DM halo masses. The blue dash-dot,
yellow solid and green dash lines correspond to Mmin = 10
−9, 10−6, 105 M⊙ in the B01
model.
one order of magnitude. Besides we still consider other energy loss processes:
pair production on neutral matter(6 < z < 1000), pair production on fully
ionized matter(z < 6), photon-photon scattering and photon-photon pair
production with the CMB photons [37]. These interactions give a very small
contribution to the attenuation of high energy gamma-ray photons.
In the left panel of Figure 2, we show the extragalactic gamma-ray spectra
with and without the absorption effect of extragalactic background light. The
annihilation is chosen to be χχ → τ+τ− channel. Here the concentration
model is chosen to be B01. It is apparent that EBL mainly influence the
high energy gamma-ray spectra, above tens of GeV. The blue dash and purple
solid lines are the galactic gamma-ray flux and total flux with EBL.
2.4. Diffuse Gamma-Rays from Galactic Dark Matter annihilation
The gamma-ray signal from the annihilation of Galactic DM particles is
obtained by the light-of-sight integral of squared DM density at an angle
ψ with respect to the direction of galactic center. The prompt radiation is
given by
ΦPromptG (E, ψ) = 〈σv〉
R⊙ρ
2
⊙
8πm2χ
dN
dE
∫
l.o.s.
[
ρ(r(x, ψ = ψ(b, ℓ)))
ρ⊙
]2
dx
R⊙
. (12)
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Fig. 2: Left: the influence of extragalactic background light (EBL). The green dash-
dot and brown dash-dot lines represent the extragalactic flux with and without EBL.
The blue dash line is the galactic contribution. The purple solid line is the total flux
with EBL. The annihilation channel is χχ → τ+τ−. Right: the galactic(blue dash line),
extragalactic(green dash-dot line) and total(purple solid line) gamma-ray flux from χχ→
µ+µ− channels of DM annihilation. Both DM particle’s cross section and mass are listed
in the table 1.
r(b, ℓ, x) =
√
R2⊙ − 2xR⊙ cos(ℓ) cos(b) + x2 is the distance to the galactic
center, where (b, l) are the galactic coordinates. Due to the finite resolution
of the telescope, the gamma-rays actually are received from a finite observa-
tional solid angle. Therefore the predicated gamma-ray flux from DM anni-
hilation should be averaged within a solid angle ∆Ω toward an observational
region
Φ¯PromptG (E, ψ) = 〈σv〉
R⊙ρ
2
⊙
8πm2χ
dN
dE
∫
∆Ω
dΩ
∆Ω
∫
l.o.s.
[
ρ(r(b, ℓ, x))
ρ⊙
]2
dx
R⊙
. (13)
We find that for the case of anti-galactic direction, this average brings about
negligible improvement. For the density distribution of the Galactic DM
halo, we still adopt the NFW density profile with fixing the local DM density
ρ(r = r⊙) = 0.3 GeV/cm
3 and total DM mass within 60 kpc M(≤ 60 kpc) =
4.7× 1011 M⊙, which means rs = 24.42 kpc and ρs = 0.184 GeV/cm3 [37].
For the gamma-rays from the ICS by DM-induced high energy electrons,
we need to solve the transport equation of electrons in the Galaxy. However,
the high energy electrons can only transport a few hundreds of parsecs due
to the significant energy loss. Thus the observed electrons are mainly orig-
inated from the nearby sources. Unlike the extragalactic ICS process, the
background photons include two additional components as well as the CMB
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photons: infra-red light from the absorption and re-emission of starlight by
galactic dust and starlight from stars in the galactic disk. Both of them
mostly distribute in the Galactic disk and are spatial dependent. Yet the
usual analytical solutions of transport equation often make simplified as-
sumption on the radiation field. In this work, the package GALPROP is used
to numerically solve the transport and ICS processes of electrons, in which the
spatial distribution of background radiations has been included. The spectra
of initial electrons injected by DM are still evaluated by PPPC4DMID [37].
The transport parameters are consistent with those used to explain the latest
AMS-02 results [34].
For the galactic DM annihilation, we still consider the boost factor due to
DM substructures. Many analytic arguments and numerical simulations have
confirmed the presence of substructure in the galactic DM halo [49, 50, 51].
We refer to the analytic substructure model developed by [52, 53]. This
method can extend to the mass scales which are too small to be resolved by
the numerical simulations.
In Figure 2, we compare the galactic gamma-ray flux with the extragalac-
tic contribution. The annihilation channels are respectively χχ→ τ+τ− and
χχ → µ+µ−. For τ+τ− channel, the prompt radiation makes the stronger
contribution. The galactic contribution exceeds the extragalactic one at
higher energy, about hundreds of GeV. But for µ+µ− channel, the prompt
radiation flux is significantly weaker than ICS flux, thus the galactic flux
holds a dominant position from lower energy, about several GeVs.
2.5. Gamma-rays from DM decay
Compared with the annihilating DM, the gamma-ray intensity from the
decaying DM is only proportional to the cosmological DM density ρχ. Thus
it does not suffer from enormous uncertainties, such as density profile of
DM halo, the history of structure formation, concentration parameter, halo
mass function and so on. In this case, the resulting predictions would be
relatively more solid. The accumulated DM-induced gamma-ray flux during
the evolution of universe is given by [12, 13, 15]
ΦdecEG =
c
4π
Ωχρc
mχτdec
∫
dz′
H(z′)
dN
dE ′
exp[−τ(z; z′, E ′)], (14)
with τdec the decay lifetime of DM particle. For the prompt contribution
from galactic DM decay, we just need to make following substitution in eq.
10
(13):
ρ2〈σv〉
2m2χ
→ ρ
mχτ
. (15)
The spatial distribution and energy spectrum of electrons from galactic DM
decay, and the ICS contribution to photons are also evaluated by GALPROP.
The left and right panels of Figure 3 show the gamma-ray spectra for
χχ→ τ+τ− and χχ→ µ+µ− channels, respectively. Both the galactic (short
dash) and extragalactic(dash-dot) contributions are also shown.
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Fig. 3: The figure shows the galactic(blue dash line), extragalactic(green dash-dot line)
and total(purple solid line) gamma-ray flux from different DM decay channels. The left is
χχ → τ+τ− channel, and the right is χχ → µ+µ− channel. The cross section and mass
are listed in the table 1.
3. Constraints on Dark Matter Annihilation/Decay
3.1. Methods
The main component of the observed IGRB is believed to be originated
from unresolved astrophysical sources. In principle, the DM-induced signals
can be obtained by subtracting all the astrophysical contributions from the
Fermi-LAT data. The possible dominant candidates include blazars (includ-
ing Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars and BL Lacertae) [54, 55, 56], star-forming
galaxies [57, 58], misaligned AGN [59, 60]. Recent years, some authors have
performed analysis by fitting the IGRB data with the astrophysical contribu-
tions along with their predicted theoretical uncertainties, and then set upper
limits on the DM contribution[17, 18, 20, 21, 22]. Some studies claimed that
the extragalactic gamma-ray background above 50 GeV can be principally
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attributed to blazars [61]. However, the precise contributions of different pop-
ulations are model dependent and remain unclear. In this work, we do not
focus on the predictions and uncertainties of signatures from astrophysical
sources, while adopting some model-independent methods to set constraints
on DM annihilation/decay.
Conservative limits: As a first analysis, we require that the DM con-
tributions alone should not exceed the observed IGRB spectra. The derived
constraint is usually regarded as the most conservative one. The χ2 can be
defined in energy bins where the DM signal exceeds the IGRB intensity
χ2cons =
∑
i∈{i|φDMi >D
max
i }
[Dmaxi − φDMi ]2
σ2i
. (16)
φDMi is the DM-induced gamma-ray flux in the i−th energy bin as a function
of 〈σv〉 or tdec. We adopt the IGRB background based on the Galactic
emission model A in Ref. [2]. We also incorporate foreground uncertainties
into the IGRB spectra while with unchanged σi as Ref. [19]. All these new
data points are called Dmaxi . The corresponding 3σ DM limits are achieved
when χ2cons = 9.
Background fixed: We assume a universal function to represent the
total energy spectra from astrophysical sources. Its form is taken as a single
power-law with an exponential cutoff at high energy
φbg = I0
(
E
100 MeV
)γ
exp
(
− E
Ec
)
, (17)
where I0, γ, and Ec are kept to be the best-fit values to the IGRB spectra
under foreground model A [2]. The DM-induced photon flux is assumed to
be superimposed on the background flux. This method is widely employed
in the past studies [10, 15, 19]. The χ2 is evaluated over all the energy bins:
χ2sens =
∑
i
[Di − φbgi (I0, γ, Ec)− φDMi ]2
σ2i
. (18)
The 3σ limits are reached when the DM signal component forces the χ2 to
raise by more than 9 with respect to the best-fit χ2 without DM signal.
Background relaxed: In this case, the astrophysical background is also
assumed to be a single power-law plus an exponential cutoff, whereas I0, γ,
12
and Ec are treated as free parameters as well as mχ and 〈σv〉(or tdec). For
given mχ and 〈σv〉(or tdec), we can obtain a minimal χ2 via a global fitting
to the IGRB data. The upperlimit on 〈σv〉 (or tdec) can be obtained when
corresponding χ2 deviates from the minimal value χ2min by a particular value.
Here GNU Scientific Library(GSL)2 is used to perform the nonlinear least-
square fit.
3.2. Results
In this section, we show the IGRB limits on the DM annihilation cross
sections for six different channels: e+e−, µ+µ−, τ+τ−, W+W−, uu¯, and bb¯
in Figure 4. Here we adopt the concentration model B01 [43] and set Mmin
to be 10−6 M⊙. Three types of the curves represent the constraints of con-
servative(blue), background-fixed(red) and background-relaxed(green) meth-
ods, respectively. We can see that, compared with the conservative limits,
the background-fixed limits on the DM annihilation cross section can be im-
proved by about one order of magnitude in the mass region of ∼ O(102) GeV.
The background-relaxed limits are always sandwiched between the conserva-
tive and background-fixed limits. For low DM masses, they are as stringent
as the background-fixed limits. For the τ+τ− and uu¯ channels, these limits
could even reach the thermal cross section 〈σv〉 ∼ 3 × 10−26cm3s−1 at the
mass region of ∼ O(10) GeV. When the DM mass increases, all the con-
straints become loose and their distinctions decreases. As can be seen that
the background-relaxed limits tend to the conservative limits at the DM mass
region of O(10) TeV.
For comparison, the constraints from the latest Fermi-LAT observations
of dwarf galaxies [62] are also shown in Figure 4. For the hadronic channels,
the IGRB limits are always weaker than those of dwarf galaxies at low DM
mass region. However, the IGRB observations could set stringent bounds for
heavy DM particles annihilating to leptons as a result of large contributions
from ICS processes. This is particularly clear for the e+e− channel as shown
in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, we also show the parameter regions accounting for the cosmic-
ray electron-positron anomaly renewed by the AMS-02 collaboration. The
favored DM annihilation cross section and DMmass are derived from a global
MCMC fit to the AMS02 data. We use the GALPORP to deal with the trans-
2http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/
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Fig. 4: The constraints on the DM annihilation cross section for six different DM an-
nihilation channels: e+e−, µ+µ−, τ+τ−, W+W−, uu¯, and bb¯. The concentration model
B01 [43] is adopted and Mmin = 10
−6 M⊙. The blue, red and green solid lines de-
note the conservative, background-fixed and background-relaxed limits, respectively. The
brown solid line denotes the nature annihilation cross section for the thermal relic density
∼ 3×10−26cm3s−1. Black dash lines are the constraints from the Fermi-LAT observations
of dwarf spheroidal galaxies [62]. The dark orange contours correspond to the 1σ, 2σ and
3σ parameter regions accounting for the electron-positron excess observed by the AMS-02
[28, 29].
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port effect, and adopt a conventional diffusion-convection model. More com-
prehensive discussions can be available in Ref. [34]. Here we do not consider
the e+e− final states, since the corresponding sharp electron-positron spectra
cannot fit the current AMS-02 data. As shown in figure 4, the available re-
gions for µ+µ− and τ+τ− channels are much smaller than those for hadronic
channels;DM masses required by the leptonic channels are also smaller than
those for hadronic channels. We can see that almost all the channels have
been excluded by the background-fixed IGRB limits. Only the parameter
region for the µ+µ− channel remains valid by the conservative IGRB limit.
In Figure 5 we show the IGRB limits on the DM annihilation cross section
for the concentration model M08 [44]. All the limits are improved by almost
one order of magnitude. This can be understood by the energy spectra shown
in Figure 1. At low DM masses, the IGRB limits are already comparable to
those from dwarf galaxies[62], which tend to 1027 cm3s−1. In this case, even
the parameter space favored by the positron anomaly in µ+µ− channel has
been excluded readily by the conservative IGRB limit.
In Figure 6, we present the constraints on the lifetime of decaying DM.
In contrast to DM annihilation, the gamma-ray fluxes generated by decaying
DM are not significantly affected by the history of the structure formation.
Therefore the constraints on the DM lifetime are more credible. The most
stringent constraint comes from the e+e− channel, and reaches τ ∼ 1028s
for the DM masses of O(1) TeV. This is because the main contributions of
these two channels are photons from ICS and final state radiation processes,
while the peak of energy spectra at high energies would become significant
and easily constrained by Fermi-LAT data when DM mass increases. For the
remaining channels, the limits are also stringent for low DM mass due to the
contributions from cascade decay and hadronization processes. The regions
in parameter space favored by the positron anomaly are also manifested.
As can be seen that all the channels are disfavored by the background-fixed
limits. Only the µ+µ− channel remains allowed by the conservative limit.
4. Summary
In this work, we use the latest Fermi-LAT IGRB data to set upper limits
on the DM annihilation cross section or the DM lifetime for six channels, i.e.
e+e−, µ+µ−, τ+τ−,W+W−, uu¯, and bb¯. In order to consider the uncertainties
from the multiplier of the extragalactic gamma-ray flux, the DM annihilation
constraints are investigated in two competing parameterized concentration
15
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models, i.e. B01 [43] and M08 [44]. In our analysis, we derive three kinds of
limits, namely conservative, background-fixed and background-relaxed lim-
its. Compared with the conservative method, the background-fixed method
can improve the constraints by about one order of magnitude at low DM
masses. If a combined fit accounting for both DM-induced flux and the as-
trophysical background is performed, the corresponding background-relaxed
limits always lie between the conservative and background-fixed limits.
For DM annihilation, we find the most stringent bounds are for τ+τ− and
uu¯ channels. In the concentration parameter model is M08, the background-
fixed limits for these two channels can be to the limits from the Fermi-LAT
dwarf spheroidal galaxy observations in the mass region of mχ ≤ O(10) GeV.
For large DM masses ∼ O(1)TeV, the constraints for the leptonic channels
can be stronger than the dwarf galaxy limits. This indicates that the IGRB
is suitable to search for heavy DM.
We also investigate the IGRB constraints on the parameter regions fa-
vored by the cosmic-ray electron-positron excess. We find that almost all
the annihilation channels have been excluded by the background-fixed lim-
its. Only the µ+µ− channel remains valid by the conservative limit in the
concentration model B01. For decaying DM, the most stringent constraint
is set for the e+e− channel, which can reach even τ ∼ 1028 s above several
hundreds of GeV. Most decay channels favored by electron-positron anomaly
have also been excluded by the conservative limits except the µ+µ− channel.
But the background-fixed limit is close to the border of its 3σ contours. The
future observations will place more stringent constraint on this channel.
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Appendix A. Halo Mass Function
The halo mass function dn(z)/dMvir characterizes the comoving number
density distribution of DM halos at different redshifts. It can be usually
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written in the following widespread formula
dn(z)
dMvir
=
ρχ
Mvir
√
2A2a
π
[
1 + (aν2)−p
]
exp
(−aν2/2) dν
dMvir
(A.1)
with (A, α, p) = (0.322, 0.707, 0.3), i.e. the well-known Sheth-Tormen for-
mula. ν = δc(z)/σ(Mvir) and δc(z) = 1.68[D(z = 0)/D(z)] is the critical
overdensity above which the spherical collapse occurs [63]. D(z) is the linear
growth factor representing the growth of the density perturbation inside the
horizon after matter-radiation equality era. A prevailing approximation can
be found in [64, 42],
D(z) ≃ 5Ωm/2
(1 + z)[Ω
4/7
m − ΩΛ + (1 + Ωm/2)(1 + ΩΛ/70)]
. (A.2)
σ2(Mvir) is the average variance of the density field, which is evaluated by
integrating the matter power spectrum in k-space
σ2(Mvir) =
1
2π2
∫
W 2(kRM)Pδ(k)k
2dk, (A.3)
where W (x) is the window function. In the literature, two window functions
are often met, i.e. the top-hat window function(W (x) = 3(sin x−x cos x)/x3)
and the Gaussian window function(W (x) = exp[−x2/2]). In this paper, we
use the former one. Pδ(k) is the matter power spectrum given by
Pδ(k) = As(k ·Mpc)nsT 2(k). (A.4)
In above equation, constant As is normalized by σ8 ≡ σ(8h−1Mpc). T (k)
is the linear transfer function, and here we use its well-fitted form under
adiabatic cold DM scenario with Ωb,0 ≪ Ωm,0 [65, 42]
T (q) =
ln(1 + 2.34q)
2.34q
[
1 + 3.89q + (16.1q)2 + (5.46q)3 + (6.71q)4
]−0.25
,
(A.5)
where q = k/Γ(hMpc−1) and Γ = Ωm,0h exp[−Ωb,0(1 +
√
2h/Ωm,0)] is to
describe the horizon scale at teq.
Appendix B. Dark Matter Subhalos in the Galaxy
When the substructures bring forth, the DM densities with the same
radius r are no longer the same. In [53], the authors defined a probability
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density function P (ρ, r), which represents at r the probability to take density
between ρ and ρ+dρ is P (ρ, r) dρ. If fs denotes the fraction of smooth DM
component, then 1− fs is that of the clumped component. According to the
simulation, fs ∼ 1, so the clumpy component only occupies a tiny portion, i.e.
1− fs ≪ 1. The part of high DM density is postulated to have a power-law
distribution. The probability distribution function P (ρ, r) is
P (ρ; r) =
fs√
2π∆2
1
ρ
exp
{
− 1
2∆2
[
ln
(
ρ
ρh
e∆
2/2
)]2}
+ (1− fs) 1 + α(r)
ρh
Θ (ρ− ρh)
(
ρ
ρh
)−(2+α)
. (B.1)
The first term comes from the smooth halo component, which has a log-
normal distribution with the mean density ρh and variance ∆
2. The second
term is high-density power-law tail due to substructure. The fraction of
smooth-halo part can be well-approximated by
fs(r) = 1− 7× 10−3
(
ρ¯(r)
ρ¯(r = 100 kpc)
)−0.26
, (B.2)
where ρ¯ is given by the probabilistic average of ρ
ρ¯(r) =
∫ ρmax
0
ρP (ρ) dρ
= fsρh + (1− fs)ρh


1+α
α
[
1−
(
ρmax
ρh
)−α]
; α 6= 0,
ln ρmax
ρh
; α = 0,
(B.3)
where ρmax = 80 GeV cm
−3. The enhancement due to substructures can be
attributed to a boost factor B(r), i.e.
B(r) =
∫
ρ2 dV∫
[ρ¯(r)]2 dV
=
∫ ρmax
0
P (ρ, r)
ρ2
[ρ¯(r)]2
dρ,
= fse
∆2 + (1− fs)1 + α
1− α
[(
ρmax
ρh
)1−α
− 1
]
. (B.4)
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The first term fse
∆2 corresponds to the variation in the smooth component.
Since from simulations ∆ . 0.2, it contributes to the overall boost factor by
only a few percent and can be safely neglected.
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